
  

 
On Wednesday Oct. 31, at 2pm Evergreen Elementary School will host a Halloween       
Parade for all students. Students are encouraged, but not required to dress up for the   
parade.  

Halloween costumes must be appropriate for an elementary school students. In other 
words: NO gory costumes. NO weapons. NO props. NO fake blood. NO face make-up. NO hair 
color. NO masks. Costumes should be large enough to be worn over their regular clothes. 
Students are not allowed to wear their costumes to school (the exception being Transi-
tional Kindergarteners and Kindergarteners).      

 A Note from the Transitional Kinder and Kinder teachers:  “Your child may wear a  
costume to school. Make-up, masks, swords, or weapons will not be allowed.  Please make 
sure that your child knows how to get their costume off and on so they can use the 
bathroom on their own." 

Parents and families are welcome to view the parade behind the boundaries.  

 If taking pictures of your child, please remember the photo policy of Evergreen School 
and please do not post pictures of other students on social media.  

 

There are only a few more days left until you may be going trick or treating.  Just a reminder 
we want to keep up our healthy eating habits at school and not pack candy in our lunch.      

Save your treats to eat at home!  

Principles Corner 
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The Week of October 29th 

Kindness is one of the most significant  

contributors to positive school climate.  

 

Refuse to be a “bystander”. If you see friends or classmates laughing along with the bully, 

tell them that they are contributing to the problem. Let them know that by laughing they 

are also bullying the victim.  

Be a leader.                                                                                                                 

Take action and don't let anyone at school be in isolation. 

Challenge Others To Be Kind 

October is National Bullying Prevention Month 

Out first turn in this year is Thursday,                                                      

Please send your boxtops in by Wednesday! 

What’s it about?                                                                                                            

When Thomas wakes up in the lift, the only thing he can remember is his 

name. He’s surrounded by strangers—boys whose memories are also gone. 

   Outside the towering stone walls that surround them is a limitless,               

ever-changing maze. It’s the only way out—and no one’s ever made it through 

alive. 

   Then a girl arrives. The first girl ever.                                                                         

And the message she delivers is terrifying. 

   Remember. Survive. Run.  

Interested?  Your first job is to find out who is reading this…..ask around at 

school and see if you “can remember” 

https://www.stopbullying.gov/sites/default/files/2018-08/KindnessWorks.pdf
https://www.stopbullying.gov/sites/default/files/2018-08/KindnessWorks.pdf
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October 31        Halloween Parade 

November 2 End of Trimester 2 

November 3  PTA Flapjack Fundraiser 

November 4 DST ends  (change your clocks & smoke alarm batteries) 

November 6  Election Day 

November 7 Picture retakes 

November 12       Veteran’s Holiday Observed 

November 13  Turkey Trot for Tech                                                                 

Driveway & Parking Lot closed AM                

November 13 Report cards for Trimester 1 go home 

November 14       Conference Day (no school for students)                                                       

November 16 Evergreen Turkey Trot to School            

 Driveway & Parking Lot closed AM                               

November 27 Principal’s picnic 
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Some Scary, Confusing Images                                                                                                                                                                                     
The way that news is presented on television can be quite confusing for a young child. The same video segment may be 
shown over and over again through the day, as if each showing was a different event. Someone who has died turns up 
alive and then dies again and again. Children often become very anxious since they don’t understand much about       
videotape replays, closeups, and camera angles. Any televised danger seems close to home to them because the tragic 
scenes are taking place on the TV set in their own livingroom. Children can't tell the difference between what's close and 
what's far away, what's real and what's pretend, or what's new and what's re-run. The younger the children are, the 
more likely they are to be interested in scenes of close-up faces, particularly if the people are expressing some strong 
feelings. When there's tragic news, the images on TV are most often much too graphic and disturbing for young children. 
 
“Who will take care of me?”                                                                                                                                                                                         
In times of crisis, children want to know, "Who will take care of me?" They're dependent on adults for their survival and 
security. They're naturally self-centered. They need to hear very clearly that their parents are doing all they can to take 
care of them and to keep them safe. They also need to hear that people in the government and other grownups they 
don’t eveen know are working hard to keep them safe, too. 
 
Helping Children Feel More Secure                                                                                                                                                                                  
Play is one of the important ways young children have of dealing with their concerns. Of course, playing about violent 
news can be scary and sometimes unsafe, so adults need to be nearby to help redirect that kind of play into nurturing 
themes, such as a hospital for the wounded or a pretend meal for emergency workers. When children are scared and 
anxious, they might become more dependent, clingy, and afraid to go to bed at night. Whining, aggressive behavior, or 
toilet "accidents" may be their way of asking for more comfort from the important adults in their lives. Little by little, as 
the adults around them become more confident, hopeful and secure, our children probably will, too. 
 
Turn Off the TV                                                                                                                                                                                       
When there's something tragic in the news, many parents get concerned about what and how to tell their children. It's 
even harder than usual if we're struggling with our own powerful feelings about what has happened. Adults are       
sometimes surprised that their own reactions to a televised crisis are so strong, but great loss and devastation in the 
news often reawaken our own earlier losses and fears – even some we think we might have "forgotten". It's easy to allow 
ourselves to get drawn into watching televised news of a crisis for hours and hours; however, exposing ourselves to so 
many tragedies can make us feel hopeless, insecure, and even depressed. We help our children and ourselves if we’re 
able to limit our own television viewing. Our children need us to spend time with them – away from the frightening     
images on the screen. 
 
Talking and Listening                                                                                                                                                                                             
Even if we wanted to, it would be impossible to give our children all the reasons for such things as war, terrorists, abuse, 
murders, major fires, hurricanes, and earthquakes. If they ask questions, our best answer may be to ask them, "What do 
you think happened?" If the answer is "I don't know," then the simplest reply might be something like, "I'm sad about 
the news, and I'm worried. But I love you, and I'm here to care for you."                                                                                                                                         
 
If we don't let children know it's okay to feel sad and scared, they may think something is wrong with them when they do 
feel that way. They certainly don't need to hear all the details of what's making us sad or scared, but if we can help them 
accept their own feelings as natural and normal, their feelings will be much more manageable for them.                                                              
 
Angry feelings are part of being human, especially when we feel powerless. One of the most important messages we can 
give our children is, "It's okay to be angry, but it's not okay to hurt ourselves or others." Besides giving children the right 
to their anger, we can help them find constructive things to do with their feelings. This way, we'll be giving them useful 
tools that will serve them all their life, and help them to become the worlds' future peacemakers -- the world's future 
"helpers." 

 

“When I was a boy and I would see scary things 

in the news, my mother would say to me, "Look 

for the helpers. You will always find people 

who are helping.” 

― Fred Rogers  

With thanks to Mr. Rogers and the  fredrogers.org website.  You can find more information there. 


